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Learn how to take data from already existing websites and use it in your own custom programs.

You can even parse and use large data sets, like those provided by NASA.Screen scraping

allows you to take the things you see on a website or large dataset (the screen part) and take it

and put it into your own software (the scrape part).You can use these skills to gather data

about sports score, movie times, auction ranks, pretty much anything that you can see on a

webpage you can have in your own software, regardless of whether or not there is official,

programmatic access through APIs.This is a short tutorial so that you can get started right

away. I'll walk you through using one of the easiest programming languages to learn, Ruby,

along with one of its most popular libraries for parsing, Nokogiri.



Write Your Own Screen ScraperIntroductionChances are you know a bit about screen scraping

and already have an opinion on it, but if you don’t here is a quick summary:Here is what you

need to know about screen scraping. Screen scraping is taking something you can see on your

computer, typically in a browser, and making accessible inside your code to do store or do

some sort of operation on.Some people love it, some people hate it. Often times both groups

feel this way for the same reasons. It is both an equally loved and equally reviled art and

science. Some love it because it seems to be more of an art as it can take a lot of creativity in

pattern generating. Others dislike it for this same reason.Screen scraping makes you

dependent on code outside of your control. This can happen in other programming situations,

but many of those changes are made to avoid upsetting people (i.e. rational versioning). This

isn’t the case with screen scraping, you’re taking someones code who most likely only intended

it to be viewed in a browser and absorbed by human beings and feeding it to a computer.Why

do such a thing? Because sometimes you have to. Sometimes there isn’t a better way.

Sometimes screen scraping is the better way. It all depends on your situation. Basically you’ll

screen scrape any time that you need data that is viewable by a human being, but hasn’t yet

been formatted or delivered in a way that a computer might like.Once upon a time this used to

mean stocks and banking data inside of terminals. This can still mean that today, but primarily

when you hear screen scraping we’re talking about the web which means that chances are

we’re really talking about HTML.InstallWe’re going to use Nokogiri, a Ruby gem (also a

Japanese saw) to help us parse the HTML (or XML). You may have heard that its hard to install

if you’ve used it before, but thats not really true anymore. The header of the Nokigiri website

contains: Install sudo gem install nokogiri. If you need more help than that, check out

their .Nokogiri will let you get your HTML or XML pretty much anywhere you’d like. You can get

your data from a file, from a string, from stdin, or most likely from the web. That’s what we’ll be

doing, like normal people, we get our beer from the store.Once you give Nokogiri data you

have to tell it what to do with it. That is you have to tell it what nodes that you want and what

you want done with them. Nokogiri will let you edit documents, which means you can add or

delete nodes, but we’re going to stick with grabbing data out of them for now.You can

communicate with Nokogiri in a few different ways. One is with XPath, the other with CSS

selectors. Be warned, that Nokogiri doesn’t always speak CSS selectors as well as you can.

Also XPath is more powerful than CSS selectors, but can also be more complicated. As always

which you use is up to you as there is no “best” answer.
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